Rhythmic Movement of a Pair of One-Link Arms: Coordination by Intermittent Control.
This paper considers the coordination and control of periodic movements of a pair of one-link arms. The system consists of two one-link arms each controlled by two muscle-like actuators. The muscle-like actuators are activated by simulated neural inputs. The model is simple enough to analyze, yet it embodies many aspects of human arms. Three attributes of the rhythmic coordinated movement of two arms, namely frequency, magnitude, and relative phase, are the only inputs to the controller. The controller uses mild co-activation and primarily activates the agonist. The effects of transmission delays, present in the reflex loop of physiological systems, also are modeled. The results of this research indicate the feasibility of controlling oscillatory body movements with short periods of activation. The result of many simulations, by varying the frequency or amplitude of the movement, indicate that the apparent lack of a simple relationship between neural control and desired behavior of the system should not be mistaken as evidence for the absence of a causal relationship between the activation patterns of the muscles and the desired behavior. Simulations of this system show stable oscillations at different frequencies and magnitudes even with additive noise and changes in the system mass.